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Let A and B be irregular polygons with m and n vertices (m >,n) on some circle line. How 
should polygon A be moved relative to polygon B in such a way that the maximum (minimum) 
distance between adjacent vertices on the circle line is minimized (m~mized)? O(mn Iog m) algo- 
rithms are given which solve these problems. 
Keywor& Cyclic scheduling, min max problem, max min problem. 
Burkard [3] considered the problem to schedule two periodically recurring events 
such that a criterion funckion based on the time intervals between two occurrences 
which follow immediately one after another is minimized. 
Mathemat~c~ly, this problem can be formulated in the following way. Let event 
E’ (i= 1,E) occur mi times in some time interval of Iength U. If we illustrate this 
time interval by a circle line, then the regular ecurring events correspond to regular 
polygons with vertices on the circle Line. If we fix vertices u1 and w1 of the first and 
the second polygon, then a schedule is given by the distance t (clockwise) frown WI 
to or on the circle line. Let X& (k = 1, . . . t ml +m2) be the corresponding distances 
between adjacent vertices on the circle line (xk=O indicates that a vertex of the first 
polygon coincides with a vertex of the second polygon). Changing t is equivalent to 
moving the first polygon relative to the second polygon. We have to find a t-value 
such that some criterion function f&r, . . . , xk) which depends on the distances 
Xl* . . . ,xk is minimized. 
Burkard has shown in [3] that for 
f( x19 . . ..Xk)=min C xkp. 41) 
k=l -- 
were p is an arbitrary, but fixed parameter with - 00 <psO or 1 rp< 00 we get an 
optimal schedule if we let 
t = [2 lcm(m,, mz)]- l 
where l~rn(m~,~~) denotes the lowest common multiple of ml and ~?2. 
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more this result also holds for the cases JJ + 00 and p-’ - QO in which we get the pro- 
s P1 and Pz of 
and of 
minimizing max xk 
lrksm,+mz 
(2) 
which are of much interest in practical applications. 
In this paper we will discuss two possible generalizations of PI and Pz. 
1. The regular polygons are replaced by arbitrary polygons where the vertices 
need not be equidistantly distributed on the circle line (cf. Fig. 1). 
2. In (2) and (3) the maximum and the minimum is taken over all distances of 
adjacent vertices on the circle line. In some situations it is appropriate to consider 
distances only between adjacent vertices of different polygons. We call the former 
problems type (a) problems, the latter problems are called type (b) problems. 
We use the notation lltlm2 1 ata2 1 /Y 1 y to describe aclass of problems under con- 
sideration. In this notation ml and m2 specify the number of vertices of the first 
and the second polygon. q E {i, r} and a2 E {i, r) tells us whether the first and the 
second polygon is regular (r) or irregular (i). /YE {(a), (b)} describes the type and 
y E {max min xk, min max xk} describes the objective criterion of the problems in 
the class under consideration. If we do not want to specify the value BE {(a), (b)), 
then fl is replaced by a period 0. In a similar way y may be replaced by 0. 
Example 1. Consider the arrivals of trains of two railway routes at some station 
which use the same track. For one route the arrivals are regular, for the other the 
arrivals are irregular. We are interested in scheduling the routes in such a way that 
the minimum distance between trains (safety distance) is maximal. This leads to an 
mlm2 1ir 1 (a) I max min xk problem. 
Example 2. Consider the aririvals of busses of two routes at some bus stop. The ar- 
rivals are irregular for both routes. How should the routes be scheduled to minimize 
the maximum waiting time for passengers changing busses at this stop? This prob- 
lem is an mlm2 I ii I (b) 1 min max xk problem. 
Fig. 1. Left: regular pdygons, right: irreAwlar polygms. 
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In Section 2 we will present first solutions to the problems introduced so far. The 
time complexities of the corresponding algorithms are O(&Z~) for an mlm2 1 ii 10 10 
problem and O#) for an ml4 1 ir 1. I 0 problem if q ZP+. 
In Section 3 we will improve these algorithms by using more sophisticated data 
structures resulting in time complexities O(mim2 log ml) and O(ml log ml). 
In the last section a related application will be described. Also an open problem 
will be mentioned. 
2. First solutions 
2.1. A first solution for the mn 1 ii 1 l I min max xjC problem 
In this section we will describe Algorithm 1 which solves the mn I ii I l I min max xk 
problem (m 2 n) which is the most complex one. A slightly modified version of this 
algorithm also solves the mn 1 ir I l I min max xk problem. urthermore we will 
discuss how to change the algorithms for solving problems with max min objective. 
First however, we have to introduce some further notations. 
The input of the mn 1 ii 1 l min max xk problem are two irregular polygons A and I 
B with m anal n vertices u1 ,..., urn and w1 ,..., wn. Let a1,2,~2,3 ,..., ~,_~,,,a,,~ be 
the distances between consecutive vertices of the A-polygon and Bl,2, &s,. *. , 
b ,,_ l,n, be 1 be the distances between consecutive vertices of the B-polygon. A 
schedule is completely determined by the distance t from wl to ul (clockwise). Let 
f(t) be the corresponding maximum distanLe maxxk. 
For a given schedule we divide the (multi)set of all distances between consecutive 
vertices on the circle line into the following three disjoint (multi)sets: 
X(t)= set of AB-distances, i.e., distances from a vertex of A to a vertex of B 
(clockwise), 
Y(t) =set of BA-distances, i.e., distances from a vertex of B to a vertex of A 
(clockwise), 
S(t) = set of AA- or BB-distances, i.e., distances between vertices of the same 
polygon. 
If vertices of both polygons coincide the corresponding zero distance is defined 
as a BA-distance and not as a AB-distance. 
The idea of Algorithm 1 is as follows. We partition the interval [0, U] into s = mn 
intervals I1 = [0, tl], I2 = [tl, t2], . . . , Is= [ts_ 1, t,] and calculate the minimum of f(t) in 
each of the intervals 4 u= 1, . . . , s). By taking the minimum of all these minimal 
-f(t)-values we get the solution of the problem. 
The intervals Ij arc calculated iteratively. We start with t= 0, calculate the 
smallest AB-distance d t for this schedule and set tl = t + AI t. Replacing f by 4 this 
process is repeated. Notice that the intervals 4 have the property that for all TV Ij 
the order of vertices on the circle line is the same. This is essential for an efficient 
calculation of the minimum of f(t) in Ij. 
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Algorithm 1 
1. t :=o; J& := 00; 
2. While to U do 
Begin 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Calculate the minimal AB-distance dt = min X(t); 
Find t* which minimizes f(t) in [t, t + dt]; 
If f’(f*)<j& then 
Begin fOpt :=f(t*); fOpt := t*; End; 
t:=t+At; 
End 
The number of iterations of the While-loop 2 to 7 is equal to the number of times 
a vertex of the A-polygon passes avertex of the B-polygon. This number if bounded 
by mn. The computational mount of one iteration of this WI&-loop is dominated 
by the amount for Step 4. We will show that under the assumption that mzn, Step 
4 can be implemented in such a way that this amount is O(m). Thus the overall com- 
plexity of Algorithm 1 is O(m*n). 
Let us turn now to the question how to implement Step 4. If we set x(r) = max X(r), 
y(r) = max Y(r), s(r) = max S(r) and g(r) = max{x(rr, y(r)}, then f(r) = g(r) for type 
(b) probiems and f(r) = max{g(r), s(r)} for type (a) problems. The function s(r) is 
a constant function within the interval [t, t+dt]. Thus it is sufficient to find 
tag [t, t + At], where g(r) takes its minimum. We have to consider the following 
cases: 
Case 1: x(t) <y(t). g(r) is strictly increasing in it, t + At]. Thus t* = t and 
g(P) = max Y(P). 
Case 2: x(t)~y(t). If At>(x(t)-y(t))/2, then the graph of g(r) in [t&-At] 
is shown in Fig. 2. Thus, t+= t+ (x(t) -y(t))/2. If Atr (X(P) -y(t))/2 we have 
t*= t+ At. In both subcases we have g(t*) = max X(P). 
t [x(t)-y(t) 1/2 t+At 
Fig. 2. 
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If we want to solve type (b) problems we have to @ace Step 4 of ~gorithm 1 by 
4.1 x(t) := max X(t); y(t) := max Y(t); 
4.3 t” .-t* 
4.4 f& &y(t); 
End 
Else 
Begin 
4.5 If At > (x(t) -y(t))/2 then 
t*:=t+(x(t)-y(t))/2 
Else 
t* := t+dt; 
4.6 f(P) :=max X(t*); _ 
End; 
If we want to s&e type (a) problems we have to add the step 
4.7 f(P) :=max(f(t*),maxS(t*)). 
2.2, A jW sohtion for the mn 1 ii 1 l 1 max min xk ~~0~1~~ 
The mn 1 ii I l I max min xk problem may be solved in a very similar way as the 
mn I ii I l 1 min. max & problem. In Algorithm 1 we only have to modifyi %eps 1, 4 
and 5 by replacing “fO, := 00” by “fOpt l- l  0” 9 the word ~‘mi~imizes99 by “maxi- 
mizes” l and the condition “J”(t*) < fOpt9’ by “f (t*) >fOPt99. Furthermore the new 
Step 4 must be implemented by 
4.1 t*:=t+At/2; 
4.2 f(P) := At/2; 
if we deal with type (b) problems. If we have to solve type (a) problems we have 
to add the step 
4.3 f(P) :=min{f(t*),min S(t*)}. 
The complexity of the algorithms does not change. 
2.3. The mn I ir I * I 0 problem 
If we want to solve mn 1 is I * 1. problems with an irregular polygon with t-82 vertices 
and a regular polygon with n vertices all we have to do is to replace the condition 
tH.Cnthe hiI~-loop of Algorithm 1 by t s U/n. The cQm~lexity of the algorithm 
reduces to 0(m2). 
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3. Refinements 
Within Algorithm 1 the sets X(t), Y(t) and S(t) play a crucial role. We need to 
have at hand these sets for various parameter values t. As mentioned before the set 
S(t) does not change if we change the parameter within the interval [t, t + A t]. Fur- 
thermore all distances in Y(t) increase simultaneously and all distances in X(t) 
decrease simultaneously if we increase the parameter value from t to t +dt. Only 
at the endpoints of the intervals [t, t +A t] the sets X(t), Y(t) and S(t) are changing 
drastically due to the fact that vertices of the A-polygon are passing vertices of the 
B-polygon. We will study these changes. This enables us to improve Algorithm 1 
considerably. 
Assume that a vertex vi of the A-polygon passes avertex Wj of the B-polygon. In 
such a situation we have to consider nine cases depending on whether ~~-1,~ is 
greater, equal or smaller than bj_ l,j and whether U&i+ 1 is greater, equal or smaller 
than bj,j+ 1. These cases will be analysed next. In this analysis the distances between 
vertices of different polygons are denoted by d&j. 
Case 1: Ui_I,i<bj_I,janda~i+l<b,,j+l. Fig. 3 illustrates this case. The situation in 
which vi and wj coincide is shown in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) illustrates the situation 
shortly after vi has passed wj. 
In such a situation we have to eliminate ai_ r,i from the actual set S and to insert 
aisi+ I into S. Furthermore we have to eliminate di,j from the actual set X and to 
insert di_ I,j=ai_ l,i into X. Finally we have to eliminate dj,i+ 1 from Y and dj,i = 0 
must be inserted into the actual set Y. 
In a similar way we have to analyse the remaining combinations of <, =, and 
> relations. The result of such an analysis is summarized in the procedure 
ChangeXYS(i, j) which describes the actions to be taken. 
aocedure Change XYS(i, j); 
1. If i< bj_ l,j and aiBi+ 1< bj,j+ 1 then 
tt$ai_ l,i, S); D&te(di,j,X); D&e(dj,i+ 1, y); 
di,1 jZ=Qr'_li; dZiZ=Q 
h&t(~~,i+ ,,lS); T.&N(d~- l,j, X); Sert(dj, i, Y); 
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2. Else if ai_I,i< bj_I,j and ab,i+l= bj,j+ 1 t 
Begin 
DeIete(ai_ l,i, S); Delete<di,j, X); Dekte(di+ l,j__ 1, A’); Dekte(dj,, , 1, W); 
d* r,j+l := , bjj+l; di_., jzEai-1 i; dj+l i+l :=O; dji:=O; 
Insert(di,j, 1, X); Iniert(di_ 1.1, X); hsert(dj, ,.I+ 1, Y); Insert(dj,i, Y); 
End 
3. El* if ai_l:i<bj_~,j and aii+l>bjj+l th . 
Begin 
Delete&_ l,i, S); Delete(bj,j+ 1, S); Delete(di,j, X); 
d. r-l, j:=Qi-I,i9 , l dij+l :=bjj+l; dji:=O; 
Insert(di_ l,j, X); Insert(di:j+ 1, Xi; InsertQQi, Y); 
EIld 
4. Else if ai_l,i=bj_I,j and ai,i+ 1<bj,j+l then 
Begin 
Delete(dkj, X); Delete(di_ l,j- lp X); Dekte(dj,i+ lr Y); Delete(dj_ l,i, Y); 
d. r-1, j := bj_I,ji dji:“O; dj_1 i-1 1~0; 
Insert(ai,i, I9 S); Ikert(d i_ 1.j; X); hert(dj,i, Y); Insert(dj- l,i- 1, Y); 
End 
5. El% if ai_ l,,=bj_l,j and ai,i+ 1=bj,j+ 1 then 
Begin 
Delete(di+ l,j+ 1, X); Delete(di,j, X); Delete(di_ l,j- 1, X); Delete(dj,i+ 1, Y); 
DeIete(dj_ l,i* Y); 
d* I- l,j Z= bj_I,j; $;,i+l t=bj,j+l; dj+i,i+l :=O; dj,i:=O; *f”-l,i-l :=O; 
Insert(di_ I,j, X); Insert(dbj+ 1,X); Insert(d& l,i+ 1, Y); Insert(di,j, u); 
Insert(dj_ l,i- 1, Y); 
End 
6. El= if ai_l,i=bj-I,j and ai,i+l> bj,j+l then 
Begin 
&&&_hilj+ ii s)i ~~!~~~(~~j,~‘); D&$dj_ i,i, Y); D&e!,Ai- i,j- is&u); 
da r,j+l := bj,j+l; di_l,jZ=bj-I,j; dj,i:=O; dj-l,i-1 :=O; 
Insert(di,j+ 1, X); Insert(di_ l,j, X); Insert(d’,i, Y); Insert& i,i- 13 Y); 
End 
7. filse if ai_ l,i> bj- l,j and ai,i+l <bj,j+ 1 then 
Begin 
Delete(di,j, X); Delete@“_ l,i, Y); Delete(dj,i+ 1, Y); 
d.. :=(); 
LLt(ai,i+ 1, S); hert(bj_ I,j, S); rnsert@“‘,i, Y)s 
End 
8. Else if ai- l,i>bj- l,j ai,i+ 1 ‘bj j+l , 
Begin 
Delete(di+ I,j+ 1, X); Deiete(di,j, X); Dclete(dj,i+ 1, Y); Delete(dj- I,i, Y); 
da cj+l := , bjj+l; dj,iZ=O; dj+t,,+l :=O; 
Insert(bj_ l,j, S); Insert(di,j+ 1,X); hsert(dj+ l,i+ 1, Y); Jnsert(dj,iy 
Algorithm 2 
1. 
2. 
3. 
t:=O;f,,,:=w; 
Initialize the sets X, Y, S; 
While t S U do 
Begin 
4. 
5. 
6. 
d t := Min(X); 
x := %x(X); y := Max(Y); s := Max(S); 
If xcy then 
Begin t*:= t; f(P) :=y; End 
EIM! 
Begin 
7. 
8. 
9. 
If dt>(.c-y)/2 then d :=(x-y)/2 Else d :=dt; 
t” :=t+d; 
f(P) :=x-d; 
End; 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
If f(t*)<s then f(t*) :=s; 
If f(t *) <f& &en 
m ‘n 
&I, :=f (t 9; 
t opt := t*- 9 
End; 
Subtract d t from all values in X; 
Add dt to all values in Y, 
t :=t+dt; 
FOS all distances d,j in X with di,j= 0 do 
Change XYS(i, j); 
End 
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9. Else if ai_ I,i>bj- I,j and Qki+ 1>bj,j+ 1 then 
n 
Delete(bj,j+ 1,S); Delete(dkj, X); Delete($ I,:, Y); 
d* hj+l:= , bjj+l; dji:=O; 
InsC?rt(bj_ l,j, S); insert(d, j+ 1, X); Insert(dj,i, Y); 
End 
Using these results we get the more sophisticated Algorithm 2 for solving the 
mn 1 ii 1 (a) 1 min max xk problem. 
Instead of the values XE X and y E Y we may store values x + t and y - t where t
is the current parameter value, In such a situation the very time consuming Steps 
12 and 13 of Algorithm 2 can be dropped. To keep Algorithm 2 valid we have to 
replace Steps 4, 5 and 15 by 
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4. At := Min(X) - t; 
5. x := Max(X) - t; y := Max(Y) + t; s := Max(S); 
I§. FQ~ allI distances di,j in X with di,j-t=Q 
In a similar way we have to change the procedure ChangeXYS(i, j) by adding 
(subtracting) the current parameter value t. In such an implementation, X or Y 
together with the operations Delete, Insert and Max (Min) may be treated as a 
priority queue. It is possible to implement such a priority queue in such a way that 
each of the operations can be done in log(JXI) or logo Yl) time (see Aho, Hopcroft, 
Ullman [l]). The same holds for S and the corresponding operations. 
Thus, Algorithm 2 may be implemented in such a way that its running time 
is bounded by O@n iog IPI). For the mn ! ir 1 (a) 1 min max xk problem we get an 
O(m log m) algorithm. 
In a similar (but easier) way we may solve type (b) problems and problems with 
min max objectives. 
4. Concluding remarks 
There is an interesting approximation problem which is related to the models 
discussed in this paper which may be formulated as follows. 
Consider a finite set Xof points in the plane and a two-dimensional grid 6, which 
i: defined by parallel horizontal and ve tical lines which are equidistant ( he distance 
between horizontal lines may be different from the distance between vertical lines). 
For a point XE X let d(x, G) be the maximum of the minimum distance from x to 
the next horizontal line and the minimum distance from x to the next vertical ine. 
Define d(s, G) = max{d(x, G*) 1 XE X}. How should the grid G be translated into a 
grid G * such that d(x, G) Is minimal? This and related problems are discussed in [2]. 
An open question is how to generalize the results of this paper to the n-polygon 
case. 
Nste added in proof 
AS pointed out by Mr. G. Rota in Section 3 we get an O(nm log m) algorithm even 
if men. 
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